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Since independent rural development vis-à-vis poverty alleviation has been considered as a major 

challenge to our country. However rural development is an integrated process which includes social, 

political & economic development of the poorer sections. However Navjivan Foundation  tied of many 

loose ends that persisted during this year. By aiming hundred percent basic facilities, education 

guarantee, empowerment through economic up gradation, public health, food security for all, Navjivan 

Foundation thus want to bring a tremendous adjacent interior villages. Details of various activities of last 

year discussed separately and those are follows:-    

 

On Economical Development this Foundation this year promote and foster activities such as all 

education, medical health, medicine, family planning, nutrition to children, child welfare and 

programme to help old people with some financial help and development activities related to the above 

field. The organization has incurred a remarkable amount towards this account during the year. 

Monetary help to the poor fathers in their Daughter’s marriage. Monetary help in burial works to such 

persons who are not able to afford the same, necessary new cloths distributed among the poorest of the 

poor at the time of National festival. 

 

Another event full year for Navjivan Foundation has gone through. Since 12 years the organization has 

been working sincerely within its limited resources by taking up challenges and aiming to take rural 

society a better place to live in and it could happen only because of people’s participate support and co-

operation initial activities were to organize village meetings conduct leadership training for the village 

youths and women group conduct eye camp. Village health and sanitation awareness camps, various 

literacy and cultural activities in the target area of different districts of Odisha. Our long social contact 

with communities has helped us in introspecting socio-economic issues of the day. 

 

 
 

SOCILA ASSISTANCE:-The awareness camps in respect of fields health & blood donation, AIDS & allied 

diseases, sports, youth development (minimrathan) , increasing Drug addiction among youth, justice, 

Award, Swacha Bharat Avijan, education for ladies empowerment, Dropping education of female 

child, Child Labour,  income generated programme, food security, sanitation watershed, women and 

child rights protection & development, education development ,Plantation, Environment, Disaster 

,pollution (air, water, light, music, earth etc. with manmade) etc. has been conducted at various 

remote villagers to create an awareness among the very poor rural peoples living remote villages of 

Odisha.                           FINANCIAL HELP                                      CLEAN WATER SUPPLY 

 



SWACHA BHARAT AVIJAN 

 

                                                                           MINIMARATHAN 

 

SPORTS & MEDICAL HELP 

 

Navjivan Foundation as DRC 
Navjivan Foundation also work as a development training and resource centre successfully conducting 

different training programme, workshops, seminar of different government and non government 

organization which helps in expertising and capacity building of our staff in various fields health & blood 

donation, sports, youth development (minimrathan) , justice, Swacha Bharat Avijan, education for ladies 

empowerment, income generated programme, food security, sanitation watershed, women and child 

rights protection & development, education development ,Plantation, Environment, Disaster etc. our 



staffs attend programme of different NGO’s as resource persons. Besides all these, staffs also undergo 

training within our outside stares. 

 

Navjivan Foundation National institute of social, Medical & Legal work 
Navjivan Foundation National institute of Social, Medical, Legal & Miscellaneous work and reformative 

through on human affairs popularity called as Four In One Clinic completes decades. It is towards its 

mission to identify, mobilize the local resources for sustainability by enabling the marginalized and 

weaker sections of the society in the process of development. The committed efforts sincere and 

systematic intervention strengthened the capability through improved knowledge and skill of the poor 

and downtrodden.  

 

The poorest, who inevitable to do not have resources or limited resources are yet to meet their basic 

needs. It addresses such type of issue and mechanism to ensure a better livelihood. During its decade 

long involvement with the community Four In One Clinic created a conducive environment and 

attitudinal changes among the people that empowered to take constructive steps in their struggles for 

livelihood.  

 

However regular interactions and analysis of their standard of living continued and appropriate inputs 

were provided by our professionals to ensure financial sustainability for strengthening food security and 

livelihood. Learning and shearing of experience among the people as well as the colleagues lead the 

organization towards achieving goal. In addition Four In One Clinic also forges intensified struggles 

against social injustice and exploitation. 

 

 
MEDICAL ASSISTANCE:- On the side of well physic of the rural poor people, on where no medical 

facilities for long distance organization has arranged health check up camps, free distribution of 

medicine , first aid training & blood donation camps . This year organization also arranged several  free 

health check-up camps & distributing medicine self & with   some other social service organization co-

friendship like International Blood Bank for the people irrespective of age & sex living rural areas and are 

not able to check-up their health due to poverty with free distribution of various required medicines. It 

also arranged First-aid training camps in different areas for rural female youths especially belonging to 

SC, ST, OBC & females categories to give them a scientific out look at the time of sudden accident. At the 

time of blood donation camp organization has distribute certificates to donors.  

 

MEDICAL HELP 

 



 

Basic Community health 

More over Health care for all is the prime concern of Navjivan’s strategies. So this year organization 

conducted some health camps and two swasthya meals where patients were given primary health care 

services and were referred to hospital. As the project areasis prone to malaria, blood slides were 

collected out of which were found malaria positive, were given medicines by organization at free of cost. 

To prevent population growth and to make the young couple aware of the fact that ‘small family happy 

family’, women were motivated and referred to for sterilization. 

 

Immunization  

Regular immunization is conducted in co-operation of medical staff and women group in project areas at 

regular intervals throughout the year. The active participation of women in our programme of children 

complete their first year immunization doses and  pregnant received TT injection and iron tablets to 

check anemia during pregnancy. 

 

Eligible couple training on sexual health and RCH 

Couple had been identified from three districts of Odisha Bhadrakh, Balasore, Jajpur , Cuttack, 

Kendrapara. Some of the couple could not attend the training out of shame and social stigma. So for 

effective implementation of the programme, Foundation had organized the training separately for both 

male and female. So that they would not hesitate in discussing and sharing their problems. It was seen 

that women were more responded and actively participated than their male counterparts especially on 

birth spacing. Use of contraceptive etc. 

 

Training to village health cadres 

Organization has arranged SHG group for the meeting village rural. Two members from each SHG has 

been selected from every village and then given training to them by Navjivan on primary health care so 

that later on they would not only make aware the people about basic health care but also provide free 

medicines such as ORS, Chioroquine tablets through drug distribution centers at the time of need. 

 

HIV/AIDS issue addressing 

As prevention is the only solution to stop this deadly disease. In order to aware people about its fury, 

Navjivan had organized district-level workshop, seminar, group discussion on Aids awareness involving 

SHG leaders, school/college adolescent and youth. People from all NGO’s participated in the above said 

discussion. In addition to AIDs prevention programme condom have been kept in all village level DDC. 

Besides all these trainings were also imparted to youth leaders, PRI members, social health workers, 

NMs and TBAs so that they all can aware rural people about this.    



Rural Sanitation Campaign 

Village meeting have been organized by Navjivan in Dhusuri GPs on sanitation awareness. In all 300 to 

more village committees are formed in the said GPs for effective implementation of sanitation 

programme. In this campaing each BPL families collected their contribution after proper identification 

through the village committee for construction of individual House Hold Latrine. The village committee 

collect the raw material like sand, chips, iron ring, can man power etc. to make latrine under the 

guidance of Navjivan volunteers. Besides all these, Navjivan motivate BPL members to contribute money 

and also aware the APL members the utility of using latrine. In the same time organization apply for this 

work to the govt. & if fund relies can use for these people. 

 
LEGAL ASSISTANCE:- The great fight of this year of organization for the state of Bihar the district of 

Motihari. Some Illegal Persons with political helping hand occupied public property & released & 

demolished by order of district collector & local Tahasildar ,after long struggle of organization & proper 

leading by local volunteer Mr. Ramprit Prasad, In The State Of Bihar , District Of Motihari, Under Police 

Station Sagauli & Village Sagaon Kothi On The Month Of December 2014.This property used by the 

public on the time of CHHAT PUJA of hindu & TAZIA for the muslim. 

 

The second importantant case in Odisha corruption made in CT (National Council For Teacher 

Education) training School Bagudi & Tudigarhia education & the poor students suffered. The case likely 

the rich family belong students creating more corruption in education for taking admission under 

govt. educational institutions by using sports quota (with showing two academic carrier in the same 

year) and we have acknowledged that some rich family (general categories) students have been taking 

admission under Govt. secondary Training School Bagudi (CT Training), Bagudi, Soro, Distt. Balasore, 

Odisha-756045 by using sports quota and the certificates are relished from Uttar Pradesh and another 

is Tudigarhia, Soro, Balasore, Odisha. 

 

The students in a same academic carrier year where continuing their course in regular under higher 

secondary in Odisha how in the same year achieve certificates of sports from so distance in Uttar 

Pradesh. So Central Vigilance has requested for the students of poor, SC, ST, OBC from this by proper 

inquiry & with anticipating the principal should have proper knowledge on this because on taking 

admission the documents may or may not verified this is depend upon your inspection. 

 

BIHAR MOTIHARI CASE SCENERY WITH CEO 

 



NAVJIVAN FOUNDATION ODISHASTATE AWARD 

  

CERTIFICATE ISSUED BY NAVJIVAN FOUNDATIONDURATION OF CAMPS

 

Lobby & Advocacy 
Two workshops on lobby and advocacy were conducted in this year. The first workshop was held at 

Dham Nagar on empowering women through socio-economic initiatives with an aim to reduce gender 

disparity and check female foeticide. Altogether  women joined from various SHGs in the workshop. 

Discussions were held for selection of SHGs for involvement in SGSY scheme and also involvement of 

SHG leaders in gram panchayat level development work. 

 

The second workshop was held at Jajpur district to discuss on “Manabi Sarankhan Abhiyan” in witch 

women were joined from different SHGs. Empowerment of women through SHGs and initiatives that 

should be taken to shop female foeticide was major policy level discussion. 

 

Legal Counseling   
Legal Counseling to women in distress is being taken up by Navjivan at its office, in Delhi, Odisha four 

place & in U.P. on each Saturday in which women from different SHGs for counseling practicing lawyers 

are voluntarily extending their services as legal counselor. The women victims exchange their views and 

sought legal help on their personal matters such as marriage, dowry, divorce and right on property & 

public grievances  etc. Frustration ,intolerance in boy resulting in sexual violence, exploitation & 

discrimination, legal property dispute, and finally inadequate legal protection etc and in order to 

eliminate all these barriers. He put emphasis in reduction of socio-economic inequalities improved 

access to education community participation etc. 



Right to Information Cell 
Right to information (RTI) has become a key leading to clean governance. Day by day people as well as 

GOVT depts. Are becoming sensitive to the act. As a follow up to the RTI camp 2008 supported by CIC 

we opened a separate cell on RTI in order to facilitate people to follow right procedures to get 

information.  

 

Girl child right protection 
Since a long time Navjivan Foundation has been working for the welfare of the poor girl child and 

protection of their rights not in Odisha  in total among girls children to restore their rights and dignity. 

These balika mandals check discrimination, sexual abuse and both physical & mental harassment meted 

out to them from time to time. In this connection we have not get co-operation from Jajpur District. 

Collector. 

 

Campaign against female feticide and for dignity of girl child 
Considering the global status report, the situation in India is very much alarming relating to sex ratio. 

Adding to that the situation of Odisha and Bhadrakh, Balasore, Jajpur, Mayurbhanja, Kendrapara & 

Cuttack districts are much worse than that of national status. This trend is mostly increasing in area of 

high literacy on our statics. This need sensitizing the population at large. 

 

In order to increase community involvement for arresting the trend, Navjivan Foundation is taking all 

care to sensitive different stake holders through discussions in women federation meeting arranging 

workshops at the different blocks and gram panchayats level. During the reporting year we have 

organized five sensitization meetings at some panchayat level. 

 

Campaign Against Domestic Violence Solve By Counseling & Panchayat 
Domestic violence occurs very often in many families. Some people knowingly doing and some 

unconsciously. Even the male as well as some female members of the families do not consider the 

dignity of one women in the family. It is as if year long process. With the above scenario, Navjivan 

Foundation considered sensitizing women folk as well as the male on what domestic violence is how it 

affects women’s lives and to what extent. Even the present legislation is being discussed among them. 

More particularly, in the meetings of women SHG federations and farmer’s club meetings the issue is 

being discussed as it has been integrated with all our community level activities. As a result, five 

federations are now taking up issues of domestic violence and solving at the gram panchayat level. 

 
Child Labour Prohibition and Social Mobilization-Recent In Delhi 
In collaboration with CACL, Orissa Navjivan has organized a two day training programme for village level 

key leader on child labour problems causes and strategy for prevention of child labour .Village level 

committee meetings were also organized to motivate the rural community for mainstreaming child 

labour to formal school. Hence. Child labour has been stopped to a great extent after Navjivan’s 

intervention and training. After being aware the foregone issue people are now sending their children to 

primary schools instead of forcing them for earning through labour specially in Mayurbhanja district we 

have worked more . Besides these, Navjivan also promoted strategic collaboration and rapport building 

with other network and more specifically with the government departments and other stakeholders to 

ensure partnership in child right campaign and recent in Delhi. 
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Consumer protection – sensitization on Rights & Duties 
As a part of economic development and protection of rural people from exploitation, we have taken up 

initiative to sensitise the people on consumer rights and duties. For this, we have adopted a principle of 

creating peer educators in the village level who can ventilate the message to a large number of people. 

For this purpose, we have adopted three high school in Nabaghanpur, Machhipada & Bhatasahi G.P area 

of Nayagarh district and sensitized & motivated the school children to know their rights as well as to et 

others to now their consumer rights and duties. 

 

 

Navjivan Foundation at present time focusing these type of work and the preparing riverside wear on 

dress material in silk & cotton along with reprone skit ,coated jackets for ladies & kids like as with 

suitable design and house hold crafts etc. which is both side wear on in attachment by its some expert 

staffs and this selling benefit is going for the benefit of general & helpless people as this is a social 

service organization working for more than years without any funding of central or state or any agencies 

where as its volunteer’s straight is its ability.  

 

This organization not begging for the social service rather its efficient social worker by their skill & ability 

made material & earn money go to for their family along with social service.  

 

HANDICRAFTS 

 

 



 

 

Education Information/Guidance Centre In Different Schools In Odisha:- This organization has tried to 

develop of education standard and especially promote to ladies education & it continue the some centre 

in the schools of Odisha during the year as well, a large number of school children has been benefited 

from this to get the information about courses available in different awareness , current affairs, sports, 

courses of different universities, conditions of admission, cost, scholarship or like education assistances 

available etc Govt. service Exam etc.  

 

 

 Financial Assistance In Order To Furthering Education:- The organization also extended its hand 

towards furthering education to them who are very needy but meritorious and are not able to extend 

their ”Academic height” out of their own financial capacity. Books, dress, Prizes subsidy to the students 

belonging to B.P.L families & girls child & the students especially belonging obtained outstanding result 

in their school leaving / high school leaving examinations, degree level and post graduate level 

examination in order to uplift their interest in modern as well as moral education.  

 

M.S.M.E Training Camps:- In this year organization has aware in different areas M.S.M.E., Govt. of India, 

awareness & arranger 10 training camps of 95 days duration for the unemployed youths who have had 

their academic education minimum 8
th

 class level. After this training their chance of getting jobs as well 

as starting small / medium size own enterprises with Govt. subsidized finance increased. This is not 

supported by any M.S.M.E officers or institute after several time connect with them. Our president of 

main office has qualified M.S.M.E course from N.S.I.C. Delhi & with the help of him all programme was 

arranged. 

 

Tailoring & Sewing Works Training For Women, SC, ST, OBC, Physical Handicapped: - This year the 

arrangement of tailoring training & various sewing works training has been organized for the poor & 

distressed physical handicapped person in order to live with dignity and a minimum prestigious 

economic status. As a result we have formed some dress for the selling. 

  

Navjivan Foundation Missionary Institute: - This organization is catering Educational information centre 

for the youths and students especially for SC, ST, and OBC & LADIES community throughout the year. 

The coaching and training centre for the various Govt. service-examinees (viz. Clerical, Bank, I.A.S, I.P.S, 

I.F.S, & Allied examinations) has been conducted throughout the year free of cost for the needy and 

youth job-seekers and at very nominal cost for the others. It also organized short term training 



programme for the benefit of the educated youths to get jobs or to establish small / medium industrial 

unit. This programme was in different areas of the State of Odisha. 

 

Tailoring Training For Women: - In order to uplift the hidden skills of the poor rural women & girls, our 

society has taken initiative to organize such type of tailoring training camps. As to that the efficiency of 

sewing is to be established and so that the trained folk may able to live with a minium prestigious 

economic status. 

 

 
 

Humanitarian Assistance:- The organization conducted relief camps at various places in and around 

Bhadrakh district for the flood victims and not only providing free food and packaged water but also 

providing safe-shelters also.  

 

It also provided free medical and allied assistance to the Palline disaster of Odisha. 

 

Health & Sports:- The govt. & private doctors committee’s co-operation the several  medical health 

camps has been conducted and  first-aid training camps for the male ,female ,youths etc. in different 

areas on where proper medical facilities are un available. 

 

Awareness Camp:- The awareness camps on anti-dowry, child-marriage, sale of female child, drug-

addiction, health & blood donation, AIDS & allied diseases, sports, youth development (minimrathan) , 

increasing Drug addiction among youth, justice, Award, Swacha Bharat Avijan, education for ladies 

empowerment, Dropping education of female child, Child Labour,  income generated programme, food 

security, sanitation watershed, women and child rights protection & development, education 

development ,Plantation, Environment, Disaster ,pollution (air, water, light, music, earth etc. with 

manmade) etc.  among youths etc issues has been conducted at various remote villages to aware the 

very poor uneducated rural people about its evils. 

 

 
 
SHG Promotion 
Navjivan Foundation Four In One Clinic has former some self help groups to improve the socio-economic 

status of poor backward women through various income generating activities in different states. At first 

the women were motivated to form their own thrift and credit group. Now they trend for avail bank 

loan to continue their IGP. Throughout the period the women SHGs are given various training to 

enhance their entrepreneur skills.  

 

They are also given exposure venture to gain practical knowledge on different IGA. We are trying to help 

the group to reach beneficiary to entrepreneur status through different capacity building programmes. 

 



Formation of Federation 
Initially the women SGHs appeared to be satisfied with coming together having meeting saving and 

credit but now SGHs have become a platform for sorting out their problem and for seeking strategies of 

strengthening the socio-economic status of their locality through federation. Four In One Clinic has 

formed working in GP for social mobilization. Through these federations the members acquired greater 

awareness of their rights and duties in the society. This federation has become an instrument for 

women to fight against all kind of discrimination such as ill treatment, physical, mental and sexual 

harassment and atrocity like rape, wife beating and battering, eve teasing, murder due to dowry and so 

on. Besides all these, federations are taking up Govt. schemes like road making, pond making, bridge 

making and erection of small buildings.  

 

Apart that, federation also assist village folk to get old age pension, indira awas yojana benefit of 

Annapurna yojana and others scheme of Govt. it also assist Govt. Health workers to promote good 

health in villages. Federation members attend every village meeting and discuss existing problems of 

villages with sarapancha and ward members.  

 

This SHG and federation come under (Women empowerment Through Self Help Group) in which Four In 

One Clinic workers as a self help promoting institute. 

 

Initiatives for formation of self help co-operatives 
An initiative has been taken by Four In One Clinic to from self help co-operatives in gram panchayat of 

block level. It has been decided that federation in GP level to be converted into such co-operative and 

accordingly a women self help co-operative has been registered in the name with some primary 

members & the said co-operative is functioning well with socio-economic activities. 

 
Rural Women Entrepreneurship Promotion 
For the successful implementation of women empowerment project. Four In One Clinic has been given 

training to different women SHGs on capacity building for different entrepreneurial skills, trade 

identification marketing concept as well as enterprise assessment as per the availability of local 

resources as a result of which the women SHGs can active in village level & block level.  

 

Some of them have already started. Different micro enterprises such as badi making, turmeric powder 

making, raggy powder making, mung dal processing groundnut packaging, til ladu making, minor forest 

product processing etc.  

 

These micro enterprises make them self-independent women marching towards progress with lot of 

vigor vitality pride and honor. Moreover these women entrepreneur are now-a-days becoming 

successful because they consider themselves more as entrepreneur rather than traditional housewife. 

Thus, justifying the saying “self help is best help” & “god help those who help themselves”. 

 
Special SGSY 

Some groups of Four In One Clinic have already sanctioned special SGSY loan from bank to continue 

their income generating activities by establishing a dal processing unit in Dhusuri GP in the district of 



Bhadrakh , Odisha & Local market association has taken the responsibility in selling the usufructs of the 

products. 

 

 
 

Prevention of women trafficking 
It is a regular phenomenon in Balasore, Bhadrakh, Jajpur, Cuttack, Kendrapara, Mayurbhanj  district 

rural villages in Odisha for last a decades that adolescents girl and women are being trafficked to other 

states i.e. Madhya Pradesh (Jhansi area) and Utter Pradesh (Firozabad)alluring them of false marriage 

and employment opportunities.  

 

Taking the advantage of their poverty, illiteracy and ignorance the pimp are active in the districts to pick 

up the women and adolescents and they are being forced there for flesh trade. Realizing seriously Four 

In One Clinic intervened and started dialogue with district administration, police personnel, state 

commission for women, Orissa and highlighted the matter all over Orissa. A district high level committee 

was formed to check trafficking where Four In One Clinic was a member. Four In One Clinic has also 

formed some mahila mandals in gram panchayat & block level to stop this illegal trafficking.  

 

Now, after Four In One Clinic‘s intervention, it has been checked to a great extent. Till now no case of 

trafficking is reported in the said GP which proves Four In One Clinic‘s genuine and humanitarian 

concern for the cause of local people. 

 

 
 

Programme for Tribal SOCIO – Economic Development 

Since inception Four In One Clinic has been committed for socio economic development of the tribal’s 

and the schedule cast community. The major focuses of activities are being concentrated for them. The 

programme undertaken in district is Mayurbhanj & future ambition for Keonjhar, Kalahandi, koraput, 

Balangiri, Sundargarh, Sambalpur etc.  are specifically aimed at their development. 

 

Wadi Project – considering the above NABARD, regional office at Bhubaneswar has not selected us as 

project implementing agency for implementation of WADI even we request them. The Project was for 

1000 tribal families for a period of 7 years. The programme is being supported for Tribal Development 

Fund of NABARD. This programme was mostly meant for development of fruit orchard (Mango & 

Cashew) on the own field of some tribal families and  land less families for others potential economic 

activities.  
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WATERSHED PROJECT – In addition to that NABARD has considered for supporting to implement 

WATERSHED development programme only the tribal families will be benefited from this. 

 
 

Environment  
Four In One Clinic organize regular environmental awareness camp throughout the year in all the target 

villagers to make aware the community about the usefulness of clean and green environment like 

preservation & protection of forests, ecology balance curbing soil erosion through plantation etc. about 

2000 acres of village forest have been protected by the village forest development committee (VFDC) in 

cooperation with the forest officials. To protect the environment from cutting of trees they have formed 

groups to guard the jungle every day. They have also imposed fine on violation of the rules. In addition 

to it, the VFDC also grow saplings through raising nursery. The villagers also given training to raise 

nurseries at their own and initiate planning programmes in barren and infertile lands. 

 

 
 

Programme on disaster preparedness  
Natural as well as manmade disaster is very much recurring in Odisha. Flood, Cyclone and fire accident 

etc. are very common and every year the people and this state loosing properties and infrastructure of 

some cores of rupees. For this we consider four initiatives i.e. (1) disaster preparedness & (2) relief and 

rehabilitation (3)health checkup (4)Built the houses to the victims of disaster. 

 

Without support from Odisha state / Central disaster “state / Central disaster management authority” 

through the collectors, we every year do take up disaster preparedness activity at the community 

level. Adding to that emergency relief to fire accident victims as well victims of flood is one of our 

priority and we do take up the same with our own resources.  

 

Emergency Relief Measures 
Four In One Clinic gives emergency relief to the victims to people in rural area who are in distress by 

natural disasters like flood, drought, cyclone, super cyclone, fire etc. Navjivan Foundation has 

distributed food packets, utensils, rice, and polythene to the fire victims of villagers in different blocks. 

Four In One Clinic also encourage blood donation programme by its volunteers trough its blood donors 

network during emergency need. Navjivan Foundation organizes blood donation camps and aware 

people how a “drop of blood can save life of millions”. 

 

Partnership of Navjivan Foundation in government programmes 
With associate with government departments, Four In One Clinic  implements various programme such 

as pulse polio immunization modified leprosy eradication programme T.B eradication programme, forest 

protection and management, mission shakti of empowerment of woman etc. Navjivan Foundation also 

takes most care and concern while complementing these programmes in rural areas. Apart from this the 



volunteers of Four In One Clinic also co-operate in the aforesaid programme in different camps 

organized by medical departments from time to time. 

 

 
Forest management and minor forest product processing 
Village forest development committee functioning in different villages in Odisha & handles the 

responsibility of forest management and promote plantation programme in hill area where the forests 

have been completely denuded. They collect honey, leaf, amala, harida, bahada, jhuna and other minor 

forest products and after proper processing sell in the market to earn some money. Four In One Clinic  

has also taking the marketing responsibility of those product by consulting with local market association. 

 

 
Exposure visit to Navjivan Foundation 
Over the year Four In One Clinic ‘s achievement have drawn the attention of other institution  in Odisha 

as well as in other states in the country for its commendable and praiseworthy activities in social 

development. The college students of different colleges come for exposure to gain practical knowledge 

hair and facilitated for micro planning exercise. 

 
Agriculture  
For food security of farmers, Four In One Clinic  is attempting to make them aware and educate under 

different agricultural development programmes, about the latest and improved technical know-how of 

their profession through periodical work shop and trainings.  

 

During their training they are taught and encouraged to use bio-fertilizer in their fields instead of 

chemical fertilizer. Besides this for creating water source Four In One Clinic  also put emphasis on 

digging well and ponds in the project areas.  

 

As the Four In One Clinic main objective is promoting income generation, self-reliance and food security 

through a sustainable agriculture for rural poor. The ongoing thrust in kitchen gardening has helped a 

great deal in the provision of food security and to curb the problem of mal-nutrition in rural areas. So in 

some blocks, the families have been provided with papaya and drumstick plants by Four in One Clinic to 

increase their nutritional status agricultural demonstration farm. 

 

Farmers training 
Altogether some farmers club in the project areas in order to avail modern technique of agriculture for 

more yield they are given training by Four In One Clinic  from time to time.  

 

During this training, farmers learn about different kind of seasonal crops and multi-cropping system use 

of green manure and how they can market their products to get a best bargain.  
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Irrigation through water sources creation 
Orissa has experienced frequent drought situation in most part of the state because of irregular 

monsoon thereby the crops suffer substantially. To evade and the for the survival of paddy crops Four In 

One Clinic  has reconstructed water harvesting structure villages level which provide irrigational facilities 

to hundred acres of land. Apart that in collaboration with no govt. sector organization own funding with 

supporting of village people. 

 

 
Minor irrigation and safe drinking water 

Minor irrigation facilities were provided to farmers to exchange their standred of living through 

cultivation in the villages & Gram Panchayats. In this programme small and marginal farmers were 

identified through farmers club established by farmers. The clients were supported for digging of chuan 

in their own land for witch their contribution was limited to 25%. The surrounding farmers also 

encourage by this activity and utilized the water from the chuan for the purpose of agriculture.  

 

The farmers were trained on scientific method of cultivation, preparation of vermin compost pit and use 

bio fertilizer in their land. Vegetables and other cash crops were also cultivated by the poor farmers to 

enable them for self-reliant. In this connection regular inputs have been provided by Four In One Clinic 

staffs. 

 

 
Ensuring food security 
The cultivated products does not provide food security for the peasants at least for one year even if they 

manage their family from that it does not provide two meals to each members per day, and sometime 

the members remain fasting having a meal per day.  

 

So to ensure food security for the rural peasants Four In One Clinic has formed farmer club and self help 

group in the project areas and motivate them to supplement their income by promoting multi-cropping 

system and to adopt new technology and method in agriculture. 

 
Strengthening food security 
Agriculture is the major source of livelihood of the people of the state of Odisha. Four In One Clinic has 

given much importance on agriculture from the beginning. As a follow up programme of food and 

security through people’s initiative and minor irrigation through traditional chuan system it extended its 

agriculture related activities & in blocks. Mostly the farmer’s are being organized in these villages to 

concentrate on agriculture. The farmers were given inputs on modern cultivation and technical 

knowhow through trainings, meetings, seminars and workshop.  



The farmers adopted modern cultivation methods to yield more, which supplement food security. In this 

respect, resource persons from agricultural, horticulture and krishi vigyan Kendra were invited to 

encourage them. The farmers were also sensitized on different progremmes and facilities neat for them 

by the government. 

 
Community health care in underserved tribal areas 
“Health is wealth”. Unless a person possesses sound health theirs never does anything for the welfare of 

society. Realizing this health aspect of community, Four In One Clinic undertook several health related 

programmes from the very beginning. In the state of Odisha where the health standard of the people is 

very poor. The health facilities provided by the govt. in remote and inaccessible areas are inadequate. 

 

 Thus the people are deprived of availing health facilities properly. These areas are surrounding by hills 

and mountains and malaria, HIV, Swain flow is predominantly occur. To create consciousness among the 

people, Four In One Clinic organizes awareness programme at regular intervals on prevention of 

malaria, TB, leprosy, diarrhea, HIV/AIDS and other communicable diseases. 

 

Reproductive and child health programme implemented by Four In One Clinic brought a very significant 

change in minds and attitudes of the people for treatment and cure. After intervention of Four In One 

Clinic the poor people earlier believed in superstition, witch and traditional treatment gradually 

disappeared in course of time. The objective of the programme is to improve the health standard of the 

mother and children leading to reduction of IMR & MMR.  

 

 
Celebration of National and International Days 

Navjivan Foundation has been observing the national and international days like World Health day, 

International literacy day, World Environment day, Human Right Day, Bana Mahostav Day, Road 

Safety Week, Consumer Welfare Week, World Red Cross Day, National Youth Day, Independence Day 

etc. with the active participation of the communities. In this connection demonstrations rallies, public 

functions have been organized to mark those occasions. 

 

However while dealing with different social issues the cultural group of Four In One Clinic also play an 

important role through street plays. Cultural shows video shows to aware the people. 

 

 
People Organization 
Organizing people at the grass root level is one of the key elements in the process of development 

where the role of the people in planning implementation, supervision, monitoring and evaluation is 

most important. Through this process the base of Four In One Clinic has been meticulously extended to 

ninety seven villages till now. 



The communities have seriously and woefully been lagging far behind in terms of most of the crucial 

human development indicators such as levels of literacy. Gross production and market accessibility etc. 

while the perception of discrimination and developments widespread among the communities, there 

has been no sincere and systematic efforts to analyze the socio-economic and educational condition of 

the community. 

 

As a major objective Four In One Clinic communities were mobilized for their all round development 

where Four In One Clinic is currently concentrated its efforts to strengthen the community organizations 

at the village level. It has been taken a number of initiatives in several spheres to materialize the 

process. Identification and sustainable utilization of local resources, agriculture, and employment 

generating, health and education promotion, ensuring protection of rights, creation of basic public 

facilities are the ultimate vision of Four In One Clinic intervention. 

 

To guide the community organization in a proper way the villages animator are appointed at each 

cluster by Four In One Clinic, who played a pivotal role in identifying needs and guiding the communities 

towards the fulfillment of their socio-economic situation as well as a better standard of living.  

 

The committees which were organized under the aegis of Four In One Clinic i.e. village development 

committee (VDCs), self help groups (SHGs), forest development committee, village water and sanitation 

committees and farmers clubs in different areas. The committee so formed to identify and prioritize 

their pertaining to their basic problems they are facing. 

 

 
  C o n c l u s I o n 
In this way the success of Navjivan Foundation & it’s Four In One Clinic has become an eye opener for 

others. Its achievement highlighted an important lacuna in the present system of our society. Still it is 

endeavoring its utmost to evade the harsh economic reality in the rural areas. Besides these more self-

introspection is needed to resolve conflicts and overcome situation of obstruction and interruptions 

coming in the way of our progress. Thus by learning from trials and stresses, triumphs and turmoil’s, 

organization’s achievement during this has certainly ignites hopes & aspirations more in the day to 

come.         
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